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While the SPIRE flux calibration is very accurate for point sources, the analysis of various datasets targetting bright extended emission showed that some gain corrections are needed for individual bolometers
(because the flux calibration assumes a uniform beam across each array, not taking into account variations
among bolometers). This topic was first addressed by Darren Dowell in August-September 2009
(please see http://www.submm.caltech.edu/ cdd/SPIRE/20090812 rel gains/
and http://www.submm.caltech.edu/ cdd/SPIRE/20090923 rel gains 2/) .
I have made an independent analysis, started with HIPE 4.0 and repeated with HIPE 5.0, and reach the
same conclusion: please see the previous report posted on the SMPVT wiki on Feb. 8 (spire phot gains.pdf).
That analysis used the Rosette SDP observation. This new report shows the results obtained from all the
suitable fields that could be identified, and provides a statistical analysis with error bars.
Selection of data:
To measure relative gains from science observations, one needs sources such that every bolometer is illuminated by extended emission spanning a very large dynamic range in brightness. In this case, the differential
gain (gain - 1) times the signal also spans a large dynamic range, which makes it immune to residual drifts
(those not subtracted by linear baselines). It is then possible to fit each gain with a small error.
note: The same technique has been tried on PACS data, and has provided gains in excellent agreement
with the new flat-field corrections of the PACS ICC, despite the larger noise to signal ratio in PACS data.
There, the origin of the gains is different, but the effect on the data is the same and can be fitted in the
same way.
Observations targetting bright clouds with complex structures (mostly star-formation regions) were selected from png images of SPIRE level-2 products (shipped by Michael Pohlen) and the observation logs.
Large and bright fields are generally observed in parallel mode. Observations at low scan speed (2000 s−1 )
were preferred, because they procure a slightly higher level of redundancy in each pixel. For this reason,
fast-scan observations were discarded (many calibration and science observations). This leaves us with 15
different fields that have average brightnesses greater than 0.5 Jy/beam. They were complemented by 2
nominal observations. The limit of 0.5 Jy/beam was set empirically: 3 fainter fields were processed and
found to yield slightly more noisy gains.
The processing up to level 1 was kindly made by Michael Pohlen with HIPE 6.0. (same relative flux
calibration of the bolometers as with HIPE 5.0, thus same relative gains). There was no temperature
drift correction (to avoid possible artefacts from jumps not perfectly corrected for, or cross-talk between
bolometers and temperature probes). The bulk of the thermal drift is subtracted as baselines (see below).
If there were significant errors caused by the thermal drift, they would stand out in the results as an
increased dispersion, that is not seen.
note: Some bolometers were disabled in a few obsids (usually in only one of the two scans for parallel-mode
observations). The worst case is obsid 50006BB0 (N6357), in which the signal from 7 PSW bolometers
and 3 PMW bolometers was wrecked by the Fourier-transform modules.

Method:
To subtract baselines and compute gains, Scanamorphos v10 was used. For details about the algorithm, see
http://www2.iap.fr/users/roussel/herschel/scanam 27july10.ps.gz . The private version used for the gain
computation differs from the public version in three respects: the signal is not weighted (the weights, i.e.
the inverse square white noise values, are modified by the gain correction); a fine spatial grid is used in all
steps; and a step of the destriping is postponed until first-order gains have been applied (see below).
1) Subtraction of offsets and long-timescale drifts, using the redundancy:
Long-timescale drifts are iteratively fitted as linear baselines. One linear baseline is determined for each
bolometer on each scan leg. The fits are constrained to result in coherent maps for all bolometers and all
scans, using the redundancy in the data. The algorithm was designed to preserve all well as possible real
brightness gradients and to disentangle them from the thermal drift (which is made possible by cross-scans).
In practice, here are the successive steps for bright complex fields (use of the /galactic option):
a) subtraction of global offsets (one per bolometer per whole scan).
b) destriping for the average signal on whole scans.
c) destriping for each bolometer on segments of four scan legs.
d) destriping for each bolometer on each scan leg.
The iterative destriping (steps b to d) works as follows:
- A reference map is built on a coarse grid, in a first step only from the scan(s) acquired in the quasiorthogonal direction, and in a second step from all the scans.
- The difference between the recorded signal (corrected at each iteration) and the signal simulated from
the reference map is computed.
- This difference is fitted as a linear function of time.
- The fit is subtracted from the signal.
The fits are robust linear fits (iterative exclusion of outliers and minimization of absolute deviations).
2) Computation of gains:
For every valid bolometer and each scan, the recorded brightness samples are fitted as a linear function
of the brightness series simulated from the map (i.e. using the exact same sky coordinates as those of
the bolometer, but determining the brightnesses from the whole array and the whole observation). The
first-order gain of each bolometer is then defined as the scan-average of the fitted slopes. The brightness
series of the bolometer is divided by this gain, and the destriping and gain correction are iterated for a
total of three times. Convergence is fast. The final gain is the product of the gains fitted in all iterations.
In view of measuring gains, the first destriping includes only steps b) and c), and the subsequent destriping
(after correction by the first-order gains) includes steps b), c) and d). The motivation for excluding step
d) from the first iteration is that the dominant effect (relative gains) has to be removed first, before the
residual brightness drifts.

Results:
The fields have been sorted according to their brightness as:
- bright (average signal amplitude between 1 and 10 Jy/beam);
- extremely bright (above 10 Jy/beam);
- fainter (between 0.5 and 1 Jy/beam).
The aim was to look for trends as a function of brightness (possibly caused by drift residuals left by the
baseline subtraction), but none was found. No trend as a function of average colors (PxW/PyW ratios)
was found either.
The figures below show the final results. The gains are the values by which the signal of the bolometers
has to be divided in order to obtain a coherent flux calibration across the array.
The PSW maps for individual observations are shown on pages 4-12
(maps obtained after gain correction, in units of Jy/beam).

Figure 1: Left: Gains with all observations overplotted (11 bright fields in black, 3 very bright fields in
red, 3 fainter fields in blue). Right: Average gains of all the observations, with error bars showing the
standard deviation.
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